
NEWS RELEASE 

Brammer Buck & Hickman Opens New East Midlands Hub 

  

  

Brammer Buck & Hickman, a Rubix company and the UK’s leading supplier of industrial  

maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) products and services, has announced the opening  

of a new East Midlands Hub, formed from the merger of its Nottingham and Leicester branches  

in to a larger, single, more accessible location. 

  

The new East Midlands Hub, adjacent to East Midlands Airport, is considerably larger than  

either of the previous branches, enabling a wider range of stock to be held on site for instant  

customer access and choice.  The location of the new premises - Unit 440 Air Cargo Centre,  

Argosy Road, East Midlands Airport, DE74 25A - is also beneficial, with easy access straight on  

to the M1, M42, A6 and A42 for maximum customer convenience. 

  

One thing that won’t be changing though, is the staff!  All the staff – including all the sales  

teams and delivery and vending drivers - from both the Nottingham and Leicester branches  

will continue to serve customers in the same helpful, efficient and friendly manner as before. 

  

Customers can continue to use all the same contact details as before, although a new  

telephone number, 01332 300825, is in operation, along with a new email address  

eastmidlands@bbh-rubix.com.  Existing numbers and emails will be redirected and will  

continue to work.   

  

“We are delighted to be able to better serve customers across the East Midlands, including  

the busy Nottingham and Leicester branches, with this new hub” comments Geoff Cox,  

Area Director, Rubix UK.  “It enables us to provide our customers across the East Midlands  

region with an improved single source service.  I’d like to thank all our colleagues who have  

worked so hard to make this move happen.  We are open for business now and, when it’s safe  

to do so, we will be celebrating with an open day for customers to get a tour of the new site  

and facilities. We are very much looking forward to seeing them.” 

  

Brammer Buck & Hickman is a Rubix company, Europe’s largest supplier of industrial  



MRO products and services. For information on Rubix in the UK visit https://uk.rubix.com/ 

  

ENDS  

  
About Brammer Buck & Hickman  
Brammer Buck & Hickman is the UK’s leading technical specialist distributor of maintenance,  
repair and overhaul (MRO) products, as well as supplying multiple value-added services.   
Branches across the breadth of the UK provide customers with quick and easy access to more  
than 5 million products, from bearings, power transmission and fluid power through to tools  
and health & safety products.  This extensive product portfolio is underpinned by specialist  
engineering services as well as condition monitoring.  At the heart of Brammer Buck &  
Hickman’s service is a commitment to providing customers with cost savings through:  
• reducing total acquisition costs  
• improving production efficiency   
• reducing working capital.   
Brammer Buck & Hickman is part of the Rubix group, Europe’s largest supplier of industrial  
MRO products and services.  
  
 

  
 


